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The separation of ownership and management caused by modern enterprise system 
leads to the interest conflict between shareholders and managers. This problem is called 
the “First Principal-agent Problem”. There are interest conflicts between the company’s 
controlling shareholders and minority shareholders and between shareholders and 
outside creditors, which can also cause agency costs. The study on the impact of agency 
costs on the speed of capital structure adjustment is overwhelming important for 
companies to cope with agency problems and improve the adjustments of capital 
structure. 
Based on the summary and analysis of both Chinese and foreign literatures, this 
paper categorises agency costs into agency costs of equities, agency costs of controlling 
rights and agency costs of debts, and then studies the influence on the speed of capital 
structure adjustment separately. The sample used in this paper comes from Chinese non-
financial listed companies and the data comes from their annual reports of year 2003 to 
2015. The measurements of agency costs of equities are management expenses divided 
by operating income and the company’s top five shareholding rates, of agency costs of 
controlling rights are the top one shareholding rates divided by the second largest 
shareholding rates, the top one shareholding rates divided by the amount of top two to 
ten shareholding rates and other receivables divided by total assets, of agency costs of 
debts is annual revenue growth rate. Furthermore, we use characteristics such as 
company size, assets liquidity, non-debt tax shields, assets tangibility, profitability, 
growth and the median of industry capital structure to estimate the target capital 
structure. 
The results of positive research show that all agency costs are negative with the 
speed of capital structure adjustment. The agency costs of debt have a worse impact on 
the non-stat-owned enterprises, and the other two negative relationships remain when 
examined at the state-owned and non-state-owned enterprises respectively. 
The main contributions of this paper are the comprehensive study of three 
















the evidences that all those agency costs play a role on the speed of capital structure 
adjustment. Moreover, we take the state-ownership into consideration. Based on the 
results of positive research, we propose the conclusions and some suggestions to 
improve corporate governance and the construction of assets market. 
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本数据，构建变量指标。本文的模型主要参考 Flannery 和 Rangan（2006）②的部
分调整模型，样本为中国 A 股非金融类上市公司。 
                                                             
② Flannery, M. J., & Rangan, K. P. (2006). Partial Adjustment Toward Target Capital Structures. Journal of 



















法为修正最小二乘虚拟变量法(Least Squares Dummy Variable Correction, LSDVC)
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